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Tournament Information is for 4-23-24 Tournament
 

Adaptive War Gaming is officially sponsoring tournaments at Knights of Thorn!  Below is all of the information you, a 
participant, will need to know when playing at an Adaptive War Gaming Event!

Entry Fee :  The Entry Fee to play at these events is currently set at 20$ cash or 25$ credit/debit.  If you are paying in 
Cash you should hand your entry fee over to the Judge of the event before the e
Credit/Debit you need to pay an employee at Knights of Thorn and then communicate to the Judge that you have done 
so.   

Prize Support :  Prize Support works as follows 

 First Place wins an 80$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn
 Second Place wins a 50$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn
 Third Place wins a 30$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn
 All Star Player award gets a 20$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn.
 Painting Prize award gets a 20$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn

Brackets will be determined by using Best Coast Pairings, w
of Wins, with ties broken down by victory points and if there is still a tie then it will be determined by 
opponents they faced (points awarded based 
place is determined randomly from the group of people who did NOT win 1
needing to have stayed and played all 3 of their games.  So if you came in and lost all 3 games you can still leave with a 
prize! 

Round Times : Rounds will be 2 Hours and 30 Minutes
minutes to finish you may ask the Judge for an extension but keep in mind that this extension is coming out of the time 
you have in between rounds and you may be 
and encourage players to get to at least round 4, if not round 5 and finish the game in each round.  

Lunch Break : There will be a half hour lunch break in between rounds 1 and 2 
Food will not be provided at these events.  If you and your next opponent wish to not eat and just get onto the next 
game that is allowed, you are not forced to wait around a half hour if you do not wish to.  

List Submittal : Lists must be submitted to the TO 
up the day of and hand us a list, it needs to be given to us before so we can verify that there are no issues.  We ask it be 
sent in no later than March 18th.  If you submit a list but show up with a different army you 
please don’t put us in that position.  You are allowed 1 list change after submitting a list, after t
going to be asked to play the list you submitted.
an accident that causes a forced list change this may be allowed, but you must contact and communicate properly wi
the TO).   
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Adaptive War Gaming is officially sponsoring tournaments at Knights of Thorn!  Below is all of the information you, a 
to know when playing at an Adaptive War Gaming Event! 

The Entry Fee to play at these events is currently set at 20$ cash or 25$ credit/debit.  If you are paying in 
Cash you should hand your entry fee over to the Judge of the event before the event starts.  If you are paying by 
Credit/Debit you need to pay an employee at Knights of Thorn and then communicate to the Judge that you have done 

Prize Support works as follows – 

First Place wins an 80$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn and a Trophy.   
Second Place wins a 50$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn and a Trophy. 
Third Place wins a 30$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn and a Trophy. 

0$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn. 
Painting Prize award gets a 20$ Gift Card to use at Knights of Thorn and a Trophy. 

Brackets will be determined by using Best Coast Pairings, with First, Second, and Third Place determined by the number 
of Wins, with ties broken down by victory points and if there is still a tie then it will be determined by 

based on the difference between the winner and the loser)
the group of people who did NOT win 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place, with the player only 

needing to have stayed and played all 3 of their games.  So if you came in and lost all 3 games you can still leave with a 

: Rounds will be 2 Hours and 30 Minutes.  If a game is at a critical point and needs an additional few 
minutes to finish you may ask the Judge for an extension but keep in mind that this extension is coming out of the time 
you have in between rounds and you may be denied this request  depending on the situation.  We of course want to try 
and encourage players to get to at least round 4, if not round 5 and finish the game in each round.  

There will be a half hour lunch break in between rounds 1 and 2 for players to go out and get s
Food will not be provided at these events.  If you and your next opponent wish to not eat and just get onto the next 
game that is allowed, you are not forced to wait around a half hour if you do not wish to.   

itted to the TO (NOT THE JUDGE) BEFORE THE EVENT.  This means you can not show 
up the day of and hand us a list, it needs to be given to us before so we can verify that there are no issues.  We ask it be 

u submit a list but show up with a different army you will not be
You are allowed 1 list change after submitting a list, after t

going to be asked to play the list you submitted.  List changes will not be allowed to happen after March 18
an accident that causes a forced list change this may be allowed, but you must contact and communicate properly wi

 

Adaptive War Gaming is officially sponsoring tournaments at Knights of Thorn!  Below is all of the information you, a 

The Entry Fee to play at these events is currently set at 20$ cash or 25$ credit/debit.  If you are paying in 
vent starts.  If you are paying by 

Credit/Debit you need to pay an employee at Knights of Thorn and then communicate to the Judge that you have done 

etermined by the number 
of Wins, with ties broken down by victory points and if there is still a tie then it will be determined by the scores of their 

between the winner and the loser).  The All Star Player 
place, with the player only 

needing to have stayed and played all 3 of their games.  So if you came in and lost all 3 games you can still leave with a 

.  If a game is at a critical point and needs an additional few 
minutes to finish you may ask the Judge for an extension but keep in mind that this extension is coming out of the time 

on the situation.  We of course want to try 
and encourage players to get to at least round 4, if not round 5 and finish the game in each round.   

for players to go out and get some food.  
Food will not be provided at these events.  If you and your next opponent wish to not eat and just get onto the next 

BEFORE THE EVENT.  This means you can not show 
up the day of and hand us a list, it needs to be given to us before so we can verify that there are no issues.  We ask it be 

will not be allowed to play, 
You are allowed 1 list change after submitting a list, after that happens you are 

List changes will not be allowed to happen after March 18th (If there is 
an accident that causes a forced list change this may be allowed, but you must contact and communicate properly with 



8 Players Minimum :  There needs to be at least 8 participants for us to kick off a tournament.  If you have already paid 
but the event ends up getting canceled due to lack of players then your entry fee will roll over to the next event that you 
can participate in.  If you paid early and then something happens where you can not come in (An Act of God ) then we 
will work with you to find an amicable solution to this issue.  (Getting drunk the night before is not an Act of God btw….) 

Odd Number Players / Bye : When signing up to play we will ask you if you would be willing to take a bye if it is required 
for some reason.  You are NOT penalized for saying yes or no, we understand some people are there to play 3 games and 
others don’t mind taking a game off.  If you say NO then that’s it, no problem.  If you say YES and we end up with a 
random number of players then we will randomly pick a player from the YES list to get the bye each round (You will NOT 
get the bye more than once in the tournament) and will be considered to have WON that round with a score of EVERY 
PLAYERS SCORE AVERAGED OUT.     

Special Rules / Things to note :  The following special rules apply to anyone playing at an Adaptive War Gamming event. 

 Legends are NOT Allowed! – Normally we allow Legends at KOT 40k Tournaments sponsored by Adaptive War 
Gaming, but as this is the Store Championship Tournament we will not be allowing Legends in this tournament. 

 Active Judges – Our Judges will be watching as people play but we can not be everywhere at once.  We would 
ask that if a rules question or concern comes up to please try to come to a conclusion with your opponent 
before asking for a Judge’s help.  Having said that, as our Judges walk around if they do notice someone playing 
a rule wrong they do have the authority to step in and interrupt the game to fix that issue without needing 
someone to request them to step in.  This is in place to help protect our newer players that may not know all the 
rules and may be simply playing something wrong without even realizing it. 

 75% Official GW – 3D printing is big in this hobby, it’s a great way to get a custom model or do some awesome 
bits on your guys to really make them shine.  Having said that we are putting a hard limit on the number of 
MODELS you are allowed to take that are not made by Games Workshop. No more than 25% of the models you 
are bringing can be 3D printed / proxies.  We want to support the store as much as possible here. 

 Proxy Models – If you have a kit bashed model that is meant to stand in for another model please let that be 
known to the TO at the time of list submittal.  NO EXCEPTIONS.  As long as the kit bash is obvious to what it is 
supposed to be then this isn’t an issue, just try to be as honest about your models as you can (no modeling for 
advantage then saying it’s a kit bash).   

 NOTE: A Proxy Model has to be an actually different type of model / kitbash, you are NOT allowed to take a 
model that is already used in the game as it is right now and claim it to be a proxy of a different model.  An 
example of this : You can not take “Guilliman” and say he is your proxy “Lion” model.  This kind of Proxy would 
cause way to many issues and as such is not allowed.   

 Codex Support / Rules Support – A codex MUST have been OFFICIALLY RELEASED for at least 1 Week before it is 
allowed to be used in a Tournament.  Codex’s that are only able to be gotten through special early ‘Box Sets with 
Codex’ that we have seen in the past are not allowed to be used as the codex has not officially been released in 
those box sets.   

 FAQ Support – At the moment we are using the standard GW FAQ’s.  We are NOT using GW’s Tournament FAQ’s 
as they have been found to not be correct and over ruled by GW’s official FAQ’s as time has gone on.     

 When the Judge call’s round start you have at MOST 10 minutesto get to the table and start playing.  For 
example it is not fair to your opponent if everyone else is playing but you decided to go take a smoke break and 
they are losing time because of it. 

 If a player concedes then the winner does not automatically earn max points.  Instead that player continues to 
play out their primary and secondary and score off of that.  If they pull a kill secondary that they never would 
have been able to score (say they pull ‘bring it down’ but their opponent did not have any monsters or vehicles 
in their list) then they score 0pts for it, otherwise they are considered to score max point possible from them.  



 Once again the 10VP for painted army is BEING USED in this Tournament, so do NOT forget to count your points! 
 If for some reason if there is a placement tie in Victories, VP, and Opponent Varient (Highly unlikely but could 

happen) then the tied places will get the prize support of the higher prize. 
 The Judge has the final rule on things. If you feel they are wrong on a ruling the time to argue it is not at that 

time.  Just accept the ruling and continue, we can discuss the ruling in further after the tournament if you feel 
you have been wronged by something.  Keep in mind we are all human, people make mistakes.  If they feel 
someone has done something so wrong then a bad player may just be asked to leave.  If this happens there will 
not be any refunds given.   

 We CAN NOT stress this enough.  Everyone is human.  Please be courteous to your opponent. 
 Slow Play – If the Judge determines that you are playing too slow on purpose you will get penalized as follows… 

o 1st offense is a verbal warning 
o 2nd offense is -10VP to their total vp at the end of the event  
o 3rd offense is Disqualification from the event.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mission 1 – Purge the FoePurge the Foe, Chosen Battlefield, Hammer and Anvil

 

Hammer and Anvil 

 

 



Mission 2 – Priority Targets, Maelstrom of Battle Maelstrom of Battle - Vox Static – Targets 

Crucible of Battle 

 

Targets of Opportunity,  

 

 



Mission 3 – Vital GroundVital Ground, Supply Lines, Dawn of War  

 

 


